


ALL THE WAY TO THE EDGE   
Dale Stewart  Grafic Art  1980-2017  

Late 70s punk rock opened up a new world of opportunities to a lot of 
people. Working at Tower Records and other record stores ‘78-’92 I saw 
many different kinds of releases and promotional materials. Alternative rock 
records and the press that accompanied them was such eye candy, full of 
implications of becoming cool. From xeroxed homemade zines and gig flyers 
to glossy zines and concert posters I collected and archived. By 1980 I 
wanted to try my hand at making gig flyers, so for the first few house parties 
my band played at I made flyers that were experiments in art. No training, I 
just did it, tried to mimic what I liked and learned as I went along.  
Encouragement of entrepreneurship and the DIY culture was a message in 
punk that I embraced. It made sense to collaborate with artists and 
photographers who were more talented than myself and together we made 
some pretty cool stuff. Putting on shows and playing in Capitol Punishment 
gave me opportunities to make flyers, records and logos. The shift from 
composing with rub-on letters and glue to making it all on the computer has 
been a big change. I still see it as handmade, it’s just that the tools are 
different. The empowerment I received from DIY punk culture is with me to 
this day and the computer has opened wide the opportunities for self-
publishing. It’s funny because  a lot of punk flyers and zines tried to make use 
of every square inch of a sheet of paper. I still try to ignore boundaries, am 
supremely economical and always try to cram as much information as 
possible into that space.                                                         Cheers, Dale  5MAY2016   



 

Foreword 
 
As the beginning phases of a movement are completed, some of the trailblazers leave the 
scene and the second wave of leaders take over. “  That’s something Dale Stewart once 
told me.  He was referring to himself as one of the second wave leaders. Of course he was 
present during these beginning phases, as well, as a fan, player and participant – but most 
important as an observer. 
 
During a brief membership with Fresno’s first punk rock band, the Subtractions, Dale 
witnessed firsthand the process required to book bands, secure a location and throw a 
legitimate punk rock show.  As the Subtractions disbanded and its members moved on, 
Dale was able to take these skills and help organize three notorious 1981 concerts at 
Fresno’s Belmont Ballroom: D.O.A. on April 9th, Black Flag on May 15th and the return of 
the Dead Kennedys on July 4th. Many consider these seminal events to be the birth of DIY 
punk in California’s Central Valley.  

Beginning with the advertising of these concerts and promotion of his  
own band, Capitol Punishment, Dale not only led a long career as a  

musician but also as producer, artist, storyteller, creator, and naturally,  
by creating his own posters, t-shirts and record sleeves, a graphic designer. 

 
Here we have visual proof (eye-candy, if you will) of the creative ende 
avors as executed by one of punk and hardcore’s original renaissance 

e men. Feast your eyes on history, my friends. Enjoy. 

Cory M. Linstrum 
Savage Damage Digest  
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Punk bands in 
the Fresno area 

in 1980 
struggled to find 

venues to play 
at. Most venue 
owners hated 

punk rock and 
some of the 

bands sucked. 
House parties 

were a way to 
overcome this 

obstacle and it 
took a pretty big 

house to 
accommodate 

the crowds, 
upwards of 30 

people that 
would show up. 

Davey Fowler 
had a big house 

in the country 
and hosted 

several of these 
punk parties in 
the early 80s.  

1980  7X8  My first gig flyer, a collage made from bits and pieces cut out from comic 
books and magazines. My band, Altered Features & Dog Meat at Davey Fowler’s.        1                    



1980  7x8 

Another gig at Davey 
Fowler’s. 
Altered Features was 
the very first band 
Jocey and I played in. 
It was born out of the 
ashes of Wendy and 
The Twitch and 
featured Wendy West 
on Vocals. 
6SIX6 was absolutely 
hilarious in their 
repartee with the 
audience. They saw 
punk rock as a way to 
challenge folks to 
define punk. Just like 
all comedy it was 
based on spontaneity: 
Comments shouted out 
from the performer with 
the audience replying 
in kind to a comedic 
effect.  
Dog Meat was the 
electronic/keyboard-
oriented band that 
immediately came 
after the demise of the 
Subtractions. 3 bands 
at a house party - It 
was a gig. 
2  

  

 



1980 8.5x11 
New Assault and NBJ 

on August 30 at an  
undisclosed location.  

Probably a house 

party. 
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New Assault 

Wild Blue Yonder  1981 

NBJ at Roeding Park 1981 
 

Steve Bradshaw-Guitar 
Annelle Zingarelli-Vocals 

June Beard-Drums 
Stan Farrington-Bass 

Dale Stewart-Guitar 
Ron-Drums 

Steve Martineau-Vox 
Gilbert R. Gilbert-Bass 



1980  8x10 
Inspired by the look of 
ransom notes as a template 
for grafic art I 
extrapolated the concept into 
all things found in print as 
backgrounds and fonts for my 
gig flyers. 
New Assault was a band I 
formed with my then room 
mate Steve Martineau. It was 
right after the Subtractions 
and before Altered Features. 
In the 6 months this band was 
together we got to play a 
couple  
good gigs, some house 
parties and do some demo 
recording. One gig was at 
the legendary Fresno 
nightclub, The Wild Blue 
Yonder. It was 1981 and the 
Bixlers were nice enough to 
let us troublemakers play at 
their club.                            4 

Steve Martineau @ the WBY ‘81 



1981 8.5x11 
Capitol Punishment 

lyric sheet. 
Apocalyptic imagery was 

quite prevalent back in 
the early 80s. 

The suffering of the 
poorest of the poor was 

on our minds as well. 
Lurking in the shadows 

was the impending 
portent of computers. 

Would they be for good 
or bad? 

It was easier to find 
villains than to formulate 

solutions. But, at least 
we had villains to rail 

against and didn’t paint 
a nicey nice world like 
the so many pop stars 

usually did.   5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Eric Tsuda CP1 

Belmont Ballroom 1981 



1981  8.5x11 
The second of 3 gigs we put on 
at the Belmont Ballroom as “Art 
as a Hammer”. Outstanding 
memory from this gig was the 
big fistfight that broke out near 
the front of the stage. The old-
guy security guard tried to 
break it up without much 
success until he pulled his 
revolver out, held it up and 
when they caught sight of that 
they suddenly stopped fighting. 
It was beautiful No more fights 
for the rest of the night. The 
other cool thing was James 
Acomb filmed the show on his 
Super 8 film camera - check 
youtube.                                 6 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Annelle  

NBJ           



1981  11x8.5  The last of the 3 “Art as a Hammer” productions at the Belmont Ballroom. 
They were: DOA, Black Flag and this DKs show. The funny thing is, there was the same Dead Kennedys 
show a year earlier, at this same venue in1980 and there was about 400 people, this time the next year, 
1981 about 80 people showed up and we took a loss. But, we went on in different forms to make or 
encourage others to put on punk gigs in Fno. The DKs were adamant about getting their guarantee and 
we searched to try and raise the several hundred dollars they wanted and it finally came down to Ralph 
cashing his paycheck from the grocery store he worked at to cover the band‟s payment. We were 
relieved and at the after-gig house party the DKs continued to be kind of irritated with me. I never held it 
against them, I remained a big fan of the band and was always happy to see Jello when we would play 
in the bay area. One time, when Capitol Punishment played at Gilman Street, this would have been about 
„87 Jello even got in the band van and smoked and drank with us.                                                          7 



1981  8.5x11 
We had just got 
turned down by City 
College 

to do a show there. 
I suspect because 
the word had gotten 

around about the 
slam dancing and 
other odious 
behavior. So we 
went out to 
Woodward park,  
set up our gear and 
played. It took them 

a couple of hours 
to come out and  
tell us to stop 
playing. By that 

time 3 or 4  bands 
had played.           
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Toxic Shock 

Woodward Park 1981 



1981  8.5x14 
The first of 3 gigs 
We put on at the  

Belmont Ballroom as 

“Art as a Hammer”, 
which was Joceylin Fedrau, 
Ralph Lotspeich and myself. 

 
1 - April 9 DOA 

2 - May 15 Black Flag 
3 - July 4  

Dead Kennedys 
 

The first two went well but 
the DKs in July, on a day 

when it was 110 degrees was 
a bust and we struggled to 

pay the bands. 
That was the last of us 

putting on gigs at the 
Belmont Ballroom. 

 
 

Photo of Stan  

Farrington of NBJ on the  

gig flyer by  

www.joelpickford.com 
1980 
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1981 9.5X4.75  Capitol Punishment at Roeding Park. There again, I just told all the bands we were 
putting on a show at the park and come and play. By the time the people in charge figured out 
we did not reserve the use of the band shell 4 or 5 bands had already played.  They came out to 
tell us we had to quit and I would plead with them to let us finish. I recorded most of these 
events on my trusty boombox. Most of the bands only had about a 20 minute set so we could 
squeeze a lot of bands into a couple of hours. We also shared gear. Whoever brought the best 
stuff and would let us use it would be the permanent backline. This sped up the bands taking 
the stage as well. The crowd at this event was pretty big, about 100 people. We had no idea 
that the relatively big audiences we could assemble was such a valuable asset.  We never did 
promotion before. We thought anybody could get 100 people to a gig or 50 people to a house 
party to watch unknown bands play mostly original material. We later found out that the ability 
to draw those kinds of audiences was actually rare and quite valuable. A year or so later when 
Vence Barela started putting on shows at the Knights of Columbus. It was that sustaining, 
dependable draw that financed the whole thing and kept the ball rolling for years.                                             
                                                                                                                                                                          10 



1981/2004 5x5  Recording of the very first Capitol Punishment gig at the Belmont  
Ballroom, rehearsals and some interviews I did with some of the people in the scene 
in 1981. The interview with Dog Meat and NBJ are especially entertaining as it was at 
a drunken house party where a couple of jam bands played and everyone was in a 

talkative mood. Tray card for a full size CD jewel case. Pictured: Eric Tsuda and myself.    
                                                                                                                             11                                                                                                                                



1981  8x10 

Capitol Punishment 

lyric sheet.  
Punk was a 
celebration of art and 
ideology. Anywhere 
we could find a place 
to put some art into 
something we would 
do it. At least that 
was what I saw in 
punk. 
Opportunities to 
express yourself and 
as you go along, 
getting better at it. 
We loved making fun 
of not only the people 
we hated but the 
ideas we despised, 
too. 
Bigotry-fueled 
violence was a 
favorite target. Police 
corruption, racism 
and homophobia 
were also targets of 
our lyrical content. 
 

12 



1981  8x7   Joceylin’s 26th birthday party at Ralph’s house. A lot of people were 
there, 3 bands played. It went on for two nights. Stagediving off the roof of the 
house. Max was there with foaming Lucy in the Sky. A truly wylde tyme was had by 
all.                                                                                                                       13 

 



1982  8X5  The first month of the new year started off with a bang. 5 bands from Fresno invited to 
come to San Francisco to play at the legendary Mabuhay Gardens by Tim Yohannan. It is such a 
rare occurrence these days or any day. There was a helpful camaraderie in punk during the early 
days. A band, just about any band from the hinterlands can not get a gig in SF nowadays. The 
doors of opportunity open only briefly when movements are young. Once they are established, the 
rules change, forces move in and the doors of opportunity close. There were similar chain of events 
in the early days of 1950s Rocknroll and in the 1960s with the expansion of Psychedelic bands.                                                 
14 



1982  8x10  
It was a very good 

year. This is the CP 
page in the 

booklet included in 
the double LP 

compilation of 47 

California punk 
bands put out by 

Tim Yohannan  
and the  

Maximurocknroll 
Radio group titled: 

Not so Quiet on 
the Western Front. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
The album is 

available here: 
http://

www.alternative 
tentacles.com 

 

 

15 



1982/2014 5X5 Digital Paste-up for the Mini-Documentary about the teen-
punk Fresno band Maniax, featured in the Not so Quiet Compilation LP. 
www.youtube.com/Maniax-Suburban Teen Punk. This band really helped 
get the Fresno punk scene started.                                                      16            



           1982  8.5x11 
Because CP had played 
a gig or two associated 
with Maximumrocknroll 

doors opened for us. 
Wes Robinson was a gig 

promoter in the Bay 
Area and was informed 
by those gigs. The idea 

for this gig he put on 
was punk bands with 

women in them. I cut 
out pics of women’s 

eyes from fashion mags 
for this flyer. 
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Wes Robinson 

1927-2007 

http://

www.sfgate.com/

bayarea/article/

Wesley-Robinson-

jazz-punk-fan-

promoted   



1982  8.5X11 
We tried to do a gig or 
two at the Armenian 
Community Center run by 
the Church. At one of the 
gigs they pulled the plug. 
I saw Mojo who would 
later become lead singer 
of The SAD BOYZ for the 
first time at one of these 
gigs. We saw him running 
as fast as he could thru 
the parking lot. He was 
being chased by his dad 
in a pickup truck.  Heavy 
Makeup was a short-lived 
Glam band that was the 
brainchild of Steve 
Mercado aka Larry Gone 
of Wendy and the Twitch. 

 

Larry 

Gone 18 



1982  8.5X11 

Capitol Punishment 
lyric sheet. 

Hobbitt was quite a guy. He 
hung out with the “Toyota 

Gang” and was beloved by 
that crowd.  In about 1982 
he moved to San Francisco 

and got a job as stage 
manager/security at the On 

Broadway where he 
remained for several years. 

One night I was at a gig 
there and some big dude 

was just about ready to 
punch me in the face and 

Hobbitt shined his flashlight 
on him and saved me from 
an ass-whoopin’. He moved 

back to Fresno briefly in about 
1991 and I saw him several 

times around that period of time. 
The Toy Dolls came to town on 
their US Tour and Hobbitt was 
their roadie/tour manager. He 

got us backstage and came 
over to the house for a party.   

 1982  Lyric sheet.. Putsch outtake with drawing by Sean “Hobbitt” Landers  19                   



1982  8.5X11 
It was a once-in-a-lifetime 
pairing of these two bands 
because in ‘82 they were still 
relatively small enough to play 
our little warehouse in 
podunk Fresno,  
which was actually  
Clovis CA.            
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Minor Threat  Clovis CA  1982 

 

MDC  Clovis CA  1982 

photos by Dale Stewart 
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1983  7x7  Tom Mallon Recording in San Francisco, our debut, 4-song, 7-inch EP. Mastered 
at Fantasy Studio by George Horn. I found the hanging skeleton in a book at the Fresno 
County Library. I was influenced by the record art of Factory Records in England at the time.                                                                                          21 



1983 7X7  Back cover of the record that was originally titled as “Two Party System” 

but was to become known as “The Jody 7-inch” because of the 5 minute song on 

side two.                                                                                                                 22 



1983 
Record label for the “Jody” 
7-inch ep.  We had George 
Horn write in the trail-off area: 
“Phi Jamma Slamma” 
 

Maximumrocknroll gave Jody  
a glowing review. Flipside’s 
was just: “More skulls and  
Punk rock”. 

23 



24 

1983  Inspired by the Crass 

logo. Kind of looks like a  
whitewall tire. 

 



Skull by Tim Biskup 

www.timbiskup.com 

I partnered with Tim on 
several projects for CP 
over the years. IMO  
this is the best  
one! 
 

T-shirt design 1980s        25 



The “Family Style” 
logo. Dad with his  
Mohawk and upside 
down cross earring.  
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1983 
Ad for the Jody 7-inch in 

Maximumrocknroll 
zine. 

Jocey handing out Jody 7-inchers  1983 
27 



28 

Stagedive Records 

T-shirt Logo  



1980s 2006  11X8.5 & 17X11  Collage of 80s Fresno Punk scenesters. There was a continuity 
from the late 70’s into the mid 80’s because most of the people from the very beginning were still 
there by ‘84, if not lurking in the shadows.  After that, slowly but surely many of the trail -blazers 
moved on. Some people went on to great success in one field of endeavor or another, like Keith 
Calmes, Antonio Olmos, Talan Memmott, John Paulsen, James Acomb, Gary Shuster, the Mitchell 
Bros. and others. Some stayed on because they had nowhere else to go and to this day still try to 
ring that punk rock bell. Some passed away from heroin overdose, suicide or accident but for a few 
magical moments there in the 80’s we were linked together by punk rock and it was FUN!                                        
                                                                                                                                      29                     

                                                                                                                                               



1983  5X8  The Lightning Logo that I used on several different projects. 

30 



1983  8.5X11 
There were some 

punk gigs early on at 
The Wild Blue Yonder 

nightclub. Bill Bixler, 
the owner of the club 
was very generous to 
us irresponsible punk 

rockers. In spite of the 
few trouble makers 

that came to the gigs 
he still let us put on 

gigs there over 
several years. 

Eventually we found 
our own venues and 
moved on, but in the 

early days of the 
Fresno punk scene it 

was the Wild Blue 
that made the punk 

gigs happen.   31 

 

 

 

 

 

PERSONALITY CRISIS  



1983  8.5X11 

One of several gigs we 
played over the years 
that Tim Yohannan put 
on.  We were so 
thankful to get a gig, 
especially  
any gig in  
San Francisco!     
                              32                    

Tim Yohannan and Jeff Bale 

at KPFA radio in Berkeley. 

1982. A Polaroid I shot right 

after Tim told me “No 

photos!”. He was quite 

miffed. 

I swore I’d never make 

another gig flyer with a gun on 

it after this. one. 



1984/2004  5X5 
Artwork for the 13 band, 22 

song compilation I put 
together in the 80s. All the 

bands except THE 
ASSAULT and WAWONA 

BOYS CHOIR recorded their 
songs for this comp at the 

warehouse on Barstow ave. in 
Clovis CA in the summer of 

'84. The same place 
we had a bunch of punk gigs 

in '82-'83. A friend loaned me 
a Fostex A8 eight track and I 

recorded 
these bands. 
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1984/2004 5X5  Tray card for the HC „84 Compilation.  
Drawings by Sean “Hobbitt” Landers in 1982.  
 

34 



1984  4X6.5 

Ad in  
Maximumrocknroll for the 

Hardcore ‘84 Fresno 
Compilation. Found art,  

typewritten text, cut and paste. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Another version of the same ad. 
35 



1983  8.5X14 

That’s all my rub-on 
Letters plus hand 
lettering. Rachel D. was 
the promoter, I helped 
out with a flyer. I think 
Vence might have 
helped with this show, 
too. Such a big band. It 
was a big deal but I 
think there could have 
been a bigger crowd. 
I remember talking to 
Greg Hetson about why 
he had 2 4x12s, both 
angled, side by side. 
Just one Marshall head. 
Man, were they loud! 
And great chops! We 
were honored to play 
on the bill.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

36 



1984  8.5X14 

A collaboration with 
Fantasmagorical artist 

Dale Enzenbacher.   
He also did many other 

pieces for other gigs, 
and bands.  We were 

at a house party talking 
about putting the gig 
together and he just 

made this drawing 
right then and there for 

the gig flyer. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dale Enzenbacher 
“The Mad Sculptor of North Fork” 

In the CP bandvan on the way to 
The Farm in SF where DE 

introduced us. 
Photo: Brook Taylor 1986 
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1985  19X19  LP art by Dale Enzenbacher                   38 



1985 12X12 Putsch LP back cover art.  Stagedive logo by Tim Biskup.                                                     39 
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Putsch label 
reverse.  

Mojo, who would 
later become 

singer of SAD 
BOYZ 

And 
 Jimi  

Haze 
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1985  8.5X7  CP2  Tour Mailer  Always on the lookout for positive reviews in fanzines.  Here is a 
collection of some of them in ‘85. I sent this out to the booking agents and I think it helped to give 
them confidence that we could draw an audience. I practically lived at Kinko’s for years .           42                                                                                                                                              



1985  5X7  Our first national tour. Ad in Maximumrocknroll zine. 1976 Dodge 1 ton panel 

van with primer spots. The whole band and the lead singer’s girlfriend contributed to getting 
the van in shape to take out on the road. A couple of the band members, Jocey and Ralph 
had jobs that they cared about and just couldn’t take any more time off than 2 weeks. A 
couple of gigs at the very end of the tour, Ralph had to get back home and Jimi Haze, our 
roadie par-excellence filled-in and sang lead vocals. He was damn good! Later on, in the 80s 
- 2000s Jimi sang lead in several other bands: Strychnine, Hell’s Kitchen and Capitol 
Punishment. I booked and promoted this tour on the telephone and through the mail from 
info I had gathered from other bands, promoters and in print. We didn’t make a lot of money 
but we played several outrageously fun gigs with some totally cool bands.                           43                                                                               



1985  8.5X11  
In ’85 I opened  
Stagedive Records at 168 
N. Blackstone in Fresno, 
next door to Pat’s Bail 
Bonds. It was a rough part 
of town back then, still is. 
I lasted there for most of 
the year but moved the 
shop north a few blocks to 
Belmont and Blackstone in 
1986. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Dale Stewart at  
Stagedive Records store 1985.  

Photo by Matt Dunlap 
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1986  8.5X11  

Stagedive Records 
the store moved a 

few blocks north, a 
few doors down 

from the Army 
Surplus store. 

It became  
headquarters for 

running the Capitol  
Punishment  

Empire and making 
silkscreen t-shirts for 
my band and other 

bands. It lasted 7 
years and closed in 

1992. 
        45 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1985  4X6  Richard Wineland and Dale at Stagedive, smoking cigarettes, digging 
through records and making signage. Fat Jerry spray-painted the walls and on the 
now-playing shelf, CP Jody test-pressing 7-inch. Richard and his girlfriend were a 
great help at the shop when it first opened.  Photo by Matt Dunlap 
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Here’s one of the bands I made t-shirts for, a metal band fronted by a woman. She brought 

me the single piece of art and I made multiple copies and arranged them in a circle.     47         



48 
Burnin’ Bob 

& The Big Boys 

T-Shirt logo 



1986  8.5X11 From a 1956 auto repair magazine. Offspring supports CP!     49 
Dale - Metal neck Kramer  

Jocey - The Satin Dress shot  

CP2 Chicago 1986 



Ralph  Warehouse  

Steve Knights of Columbus Kismet and Laura Knights of Columbus 

Polaroids 

by ds  1984 
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Mike- Warehouse 



1985  11X17 
There would be 2 maybe 3 

flyers for the same gig. It 
wasn’t a problem because it 

was the punk ethic of 
inclusiveness: “Anybody can 

get on the Stage”.  Once pink 
now oranged with time. 

 

Vence and Carol  

The  two halves of  

Valley Hardcore  Booking  

In the mid 80s. 
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1985  8.5X14 

A big house out in the country 
made completely out of big river 
rocks with a real big dance hall 
out back. The house is still there 
in 2016.  
I liked playing there. Big crowd, 
but on the last night a fight broke 
out and they called the cops.It 
wasn’t good but we survived to 
put on and play more shows. The 
Dead Kennedys and 45 Grave 
were almost too big to play this 
odd venue.  The Freeze 
rehearsed in our band room in 
the warehouse in Clovis. They 
were pretty cool. They toured in 
an old hearse.                          52              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1986  8.5X11 
We were on our way to 
a gig in Guerneville at 
the River Theater with 
a vanload of folks and 

stopped off on the side 
of the road for a photo 

shoot. Our friend, 
Brook Taylor, whom we 

met on tour in 
Nebraska came to visit 

and he shot a lot of 
pics of the band. 

Some weeks later I 
used the photo for this 
gig flyer. First Fresno 
gig for Plaid Retina of 

Visalia. 
This is just about my 
favorite CP gig flyer 
because there’s so 

much going on here. 
Ralph was at his 

creative zenith. He just 
picked up the board 

and looked through it at 
the photographer as I 

turned to look at Ralph 
and Snap! 

A magical moment  
frozen in time. 
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1986  8.5X11 
I had seen other punk bands 
make connections in Europe that 
resulted in record deals and tours. 
We made connections with 
several people in Germany who 
were budding entrepeneurs. Fans 
first, who would later on become 
happening bands or record 
labels. David Pollack was lead 
singer of No Allegiance and had 
a record label called Destiny 
Records. The band came to the 
US and I booked a couple of 
shows for them. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

No Allegiance   

Clovis Warehouse 1986 

photo ds 
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1986  8.5X11 
Collaboration with 
Chad Salter for a 

gig in San 
Francisco for our 

friends from 
Europe, No 

Allegiance. Chad 
also helped start 

Fish Punks Fresno 
Punk Zine with 

Paul Cruickshank 
in 1986. 

 
http://www.stagedive-

records.com/

fishpunx.html 
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1987  12X12  Slum with a View European version  Photo by Brook Taylor               56 



1987  8.5X11 
Taken in the bathroom at 

the Maximumrocknroll 
house on Clipper street 

in San Francisco. 
I’m lathered up to take a 
shave. Can’t remember 

who took the photo.  
In 1987 CP was the 

darling of the Bay Area 
punk scene. We played 

several times at The 
Farm in SF for pretty big 

audiences 

           

                                57 



I made so many mixtape compilations over the years. This is one of the best ones: 1977 - 1987.  A lot of effort went into this 

and it contains many of my favorite punk/hc songs.                                                                                                                58 



CP3  Glutton 7-inch back cover.  Etchings: Tim Biskup   photo: Katz Seki    59 



1988  8.5X11 

The new record 
with the new 
lineup. Record 
cover by Tim 
Biskup. Our 
continuing 
relationship with 
Thomas Issler and 
We Bite Records in 
Germany. This 
was the 12-inch 
version of the 7-
inch. This version 
was plagued with 
pressing problems: 
The test pressings 
came with a skip at 
the beginning of 
side1.  It was sent 
it back and they 
said it was fixed, 
but some of them 
still had the skip. 
Clear vinyl. 
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1988  8.5X11 

I would hook up with 
just about anyone 

who would want to 
put on a punk show 
or just get a gig for 

their band. 
Sometimes the 

people turned out to 
be lying bigots who 
were masquerading 

as “punk rockers” 
and so I wouldn’t 

work with them 
again. The little  

towns outside of 
Fresno were fair 

game to try to find a 
venue for a gig or 

two. There were 
several gigs at this 

place in the late 80s.  
Of course, if it was a 

little hard to find, a 
map would help. So 

I’d put a little map on 
the flyer. 
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1988  8.5X11 
First local show 
after the breakup of 
CP2 with Joe on 
Vox and Tim on 
Drums. The only 
show we did at this 
venue and for this 
promoter, Jeffrey 
Wright. He was 
tragically shot dead 
at a mini-mart after 
the show by some 
gangsters from the 

Bay Area.        62 



1989  8.5X11 
 

In ‘89 I put on 3 shows at 

the  

Community Link Center: 

 

1-CP3 Sad Boyz 14JUL 

2-MDC 18AUG 

3-Green Day 15SEP 

 

It was easy to find and 

centrally located. We had 

pretty good turnouts as I 

remember. 
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Jocey-Bass  Capitol Punishment 

Community Link 1989 



1989  8.5X11 

I remember having Irish 
Coffee with Dave 
Dictor, Vocalist of 
MDC at the café on the 
corner there next to the 
Tower Theater the day 
of the show. 
64 
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SAD BOYZ 

Comm Link 1989 

Slut Vinyl  

Comm Link 1989 



1989 8.5X11 
Plaid Retina  

headlines over Green 
Day! This was way 

before they got big. I 
kind of felt sorry for them 
at the time because they 

seemed to me to be so 
lame and nerdy. Their 
van broke down and 

they spent the night at 
our apartment in Clovis. 

Many other bands 
crashed at our little pad 

over the years; 
Jello Biafra, Joey 

Shithead, David Pollack, 
Ian MacKaye among 

many other punk 
musicians. 
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Plaid Retina 

Community Link 1989 



            1989 Shredder 7-inch EP Fresno Compilation  “Shut up and Drink!” with Mel Cheplowitz       66                                                           



1989  11X17  

This was our third US tour and we had been to Europe once as well.  Some of the 
newness had gone from the band by this time since 1981.  We had gone through 3 lead 
singers and several drummers but we continued to slog through. Some high points of this 
tour: We played at CBGB in NYC,  in Chicago with Screaching Weasel, The Outhouse in 
Lawrence Ks, in Kalamazoo Mi at Club Soda and The Atomic Theater in Albequerque. 
We also had some fun sightseeing: Niagra Falls, MOMA in NYC and The Baseball Hall 
of Fame in Cooperstown NY. 
                                                                                                                                                      67 



1990  8.5X11 
It’s funny how a 
band could be 
in decline and 
yet still achieve 
some impressive 
trophies: Off the 
top of my head I 
asked Tim 
Yohannan if we 
could have the 
front cover of  
Maximum 
Rocknroll, he 
thought for a few 
seconds and 
said, “yes”. I 
was shocked but 
we got the front 
cover in August 
1990 with our 
brand new lead 
singer Harvey 
Moody. We still 
got good 
reviews but we 
were slipping 
into has-been 
territory and the 
end was near.                  
68 



1991  8.5x14 
A gig I put together to 

showcase Fresno punk and 
rock bands at an out-of-town, 

happening venue.  Almost 
no one from the Bay Area 
attended this show as they 
saw it as an encroachment 

onto their turf. A far cry from 
the sentiment towards the all-

Fresno show at the 
Mabuhay nearly ten years 

earlier. At that gig in January 
of 1982 we were warmly 
received even though the 

bands at that time suffered 
from lots of suckiness. By 

1991 we bands had gotten 
a lot better but the territorial, 
gangy, localism had began 
to take hold. In spite of the 
low turnout we still had fun 

and all the bands got to 
play. When you have 12 
band’s worth of musicians 

and their friends you will 
have an audience even if it is 

just the other musicians.  
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1991  8.5x11 

Ten Years of Capitol 
Punishment Collage. 
Features little 
snapshots and 
portraits of many 
people who were in 
the band, in the Fresno 
punk scene or had 
some other connection 
to either one of the 
two. 
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                           1991  8.5X11  Ten Years of Capitol Punishment Collage key        71                                                         



1992  8.5x7  CP4 Logo   
Always working and re-working logos. We had a lot of laughs with our new lead singer, 
Harvey Moody. This was one of them.  He complained of my flatulence, being trapped in a 
van full of beer-drinking punk musicians and it became a running joke. We even recorded a 
song about it: https://soundcloud.com/capitolpunishmentfresno/cp4-the-fart-song-1993          
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1993  8.5X11 
This was pretty big deal. People 
came out of the wooodwork to 

attend this reunion of Capitol 
Punishment at Club Fred in Fresno. 

Several people came down from 
the Bay Area to attend including 

the guys from Neurosis and 
Photographer Murray Bowles. 
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Mike Branum - Drums CP2 
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            1993  12X18                                                                    CP5 Heart Logo  74 



1993  CP5 Logo Black  8x6   
There are words hidden in the whispy little outter edges. Nothing bad, just a few words here and 
there. 
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1993  8.5x11 
Another CP Reunion 
show, this time out-of
-town at The Alano 
Club in Merced. A 
Nate Berg show. 
This one didn’t go as 
well as the one at 
Club Fred a few 
weeks earlier and so 
we laid the 
“Reunion” thing to 
rest. Punk rock is 
best left to the youth. 
Some of the fire had 
gone out by this 
time. It’s better to let 
people remember 
how good it was 
back in the day, 
listen to the records 
than to get up on 
stage and struggle 
and ruin it all 
because your just 
too old to do it 
justice. 
That’s the way I saw it 
at the time. Dave 
Vacant pictured in 
flyer. 
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4X4  1980s  Hardcore with the Heathen radio show ad from a Polaroid of John Heidebrecht  77 



    1994  11x8.5  CP5  We loved playing at Club Fred but we were nearing the end. 
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1994  8.5X11 
The last Capitol 
Punishment gig. 

A comfy chair, a beer 
and a cigarette kind of 

sums it all up. 
It finally came to a halt 

after 14 years. I held out 
for a few more months 
into 1995, hoping for 

another tour to 
materialize but it didn’t 

and we laid the band to 
rest. It was a fun ride. 
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CP5 at Westbeach Recorders 

with Recording Engineer 

Steve Kravac 



1996  J-Card  

By ‘96 I was in full-on Demo mode: 
Writing songs, jamming on them with other 
players and ultimately record a 
demo. These were the days of the  
Tascam 424  4-Track Cassette 
Recorder. I made dozens of my own  
projects and other players as well.  
I liked to wander off the punk rock reservation 
and into rockabilly, electronic, tape 
manipulation, sound collage, and folk.  
We had a lot of fun, hanging out, smoking pot 
and drinking beer, writing and rehearsing songs . 
Sometimes we would just jam on a lick or a vibe. 
Then see if that was worthy of more work. 

 

This is actually 

several 

different little 

sessions 

aggregated 

here on this 21 

min. tape.  
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1996  8.5x11 
This Strychnine show 

was at the Fulton Club, 
one of many different 

music venues  that has 
been in that location at 

1243 Fulton. It was also 
the home of Milano 

Pizza and Craig 
Scharton’s Peeve’s 

Public House.  
I.G. 88 were an 

interesting two-piece and 
The Gingerales were a 

crust band. 
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Strychnine having shots  

on stage at Kimo’s  
in San Francisco 1997 

Photo by ds 

NEXT DOOR TO THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT 



1996  8.5X11 

Jimi Haze went on to 
sing for Oakland’s 
Strychnine after CP 
gave up the ghost in 
‘95. I booked a couple 
of shows for them the 
next year here in 
Fresno. A very cool 
band and has toured 
Europe several times. 
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Jimi Haze 

Lead Vocalist for: 

Strychnine, Hells 

Kitchen and 

Capitol Punishment 



1999  CD Booklet  5x5  After going through dozens of players I settled in on Jeff Spina-Bass and Jon 
Hausamann-Drums. We gave this project our best but it floundered and evaporated.                               83 



  1999  5X5  Gimbals CD Booklet  9 minutes of mirth and mayhem. One of the last of the  
“cut and paste” projects. I got a computer in „99 and began to learn digital editing.                  84  



2000  8.5X11 
The Knockoffs was my 

concept cover band; 
Roots of Punk: Wray,  

Sonics, 
Stooges,Thunders. 

Quickly changed name 
as there was a band in 
Modesto by the same 

name. This was a 
memorable gig. Sounds 
really good...a saturday 

night, first day of the 
New Year...except that 
it’s thee most hangover 
day in a year! so...we  

didn’t have a big 
crowd. But we played 
and had some fun on 

the first day of the new 
millennium. 

The Strikeouts was 
Shawn Baird’s pop 

punk band. The other 
band was post-punk 

ala Bauhaus. 
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2000  8.5X11 
This was one of the last punk 
shows I put on. There was 
one more after this that had 
thee biggest gang fight I 
ever saw. 10-15 guys either 
fighting, trying to break it up 
or trying to get in on it. The 
house lights went up and 
responsible people were 
shouting at the top of their 
lungs, “STOP THE 
FIGHTING! …CALL THE 
COPS!” 
All to no avail. The big pool 
of blood near the front of the 
stage with bloody footprints 
going out the front door and 
the back door told the tale. 
As a matter of my own 
personal safety, my 
advancing age and my 
disgust with violence I 
decided to stop putting on 
punk shows and started 
playing music that you 
couldn’t slam dance to. 
Since then I haven’t seen 
one fist fight at my gigs. 
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2001  CD Booklet 
My concept cover band, playing the roots of punk: 

Wray, Sonics, Stooges, Thunders , Dead Boys. Bruce Douglas-Bass, Dave Vaughn-Drums   87   



Civil Duty  Club Fred 2002   

It’ll Grow Back  Club Fred 2002  

88 photos ds 



2001  5X6 
Nearing the end of 

paper flyering and the 
beginning of online 

advertising of gigs. It 
was still about getting 
attention and that evil 
face without a mouth, 

which I found in an old 
car repair magazine 

did the trick. 
Club Fred was my 

favorite place to play in 
Fresno. Thank you 
Freddy Martinez! 
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Josh Tehee, Fred 

Martinez and Gary 

Edwards  at Blake’s 

Underground Gardens 

Show. 2010 

Photo by ds 



2002 8.5X11 
Rockabilly, Punkabilly 
and Rootabilly. 

Bruce - Bass 

Backstory 

Dave - Drums 

Backstory 
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2002  11x8.5  Cleavage was a punky, hard rock 3-piece band of underage girls who performed 
in their bras, hence the name. Nothing could go wrong...right? And actually nothing did go wrong. 
They played well and could only be in the bar when they were playing. They were short -lived and 
moved away to Montana. I wonder if they continued to play music? I assume they did as they were 
pretty damn good. More found art from old magazines.                                                         91                                                                                                                                                                                                          



2003  8X10 

Records on a wall. 
Some are 7-inchers, 
some LPs, CDs, Flexi-
discs, colored vinyl, big 
hole, small hole, labels, 
major, independent, 
clear, spray-painted, 
Apple and children’s. 
They’re all recorded 
media. 
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2007  5X7 

Keith Calmes was a 
teenage punk rocker 

who played in a band in 
Fresno in the early 80s. 

He went away to college 
and I never heard from 
him until he commented 

on one of my Fresno 
Punk History posts 

around the turn of the 
century. I later found out 

he got several degrees 
in music and had 

become an 
accomplished classical 
guitarist and published 

Mel Bay author!  He 
came to Fresno and 

gave a recital at Fresno 
City College and I made 
this handbill for the gig. 

It was a great show! 
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2007  8.5X11 

Alien drawing by 

John Anders. 
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The Dustups  

Full Circle 

Docabilly 

Full Circle 



2008  4X6    We played several gigs at Milano Pizza on the old Fulton Mall. 
Percussionist, Flautist, Keyboardist Mayumi Hata was such fun to play with and so very 
talented! We even learned to play a Japanese pop song that she taught us. 
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2007  8.5x11 

A gig to promote Blake 
and the Boys’ trip to 
Liverpool England. This 
was a fun project, we 
even made a video: 
https://
youtu.be/7e8KWOnfTHc 
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Dale, Jocey, Doc, Blake and 

Dave at The Full Circle 

2007 



2013  8X8  Promotional photo for The Dale Stewart Trio. With Joceylin Fedrau and David Von 
Ewald.  Collaboration with photographer Henk Geuzinge of Hengelo, Netherlands.  
https://www.flickr.com/photos/godesinge                                                                          97 



  2013  8x8                                                                                                               98                                                                                                       



2014  6X8 

Just for the halibut. 
Photoplay with 

Nate Berg, 
prolific Fresno/

Bakersfield punk 
rock promoter 

who stopped by 
to say hello. 
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2015  11x7.5  A pleasure to play at this unique venue run by one of my favorite local civic leaders, 
Craig Scharton. He said my flyer reminded him of The Endless Summer movie poster. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The  DSG at Peeve’s  

                                                             101 



  2015  5x5  DVD Booklet  This was a fantastic event at Tower District Records.  A reunion 
show for Fresno’s very first, gigging punk band, The Subtractions. I video-taped them and 
posted it to YouTube: https://youtube/thesubtractionslive  102 



 2015  8x6  Rickey Reneau Subtractions Guitarist laying down the licks and getting 

feedback at Tower District Records at the Subtractions Reunion show.  

I like to call him the Pikasso of Punk.  22NOV15. photo ds 
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2015  11x8.5  A wonderful place to play. Nice stage, great PA, good vibe.  Another 

collaboration with Henk Geuzinge with the photo editing. 
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2016  4100X1300 pixels  Some Facebook and Twitter banners I’ve made recently.  105 
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2016  8x8 My latest band does folkabilly and such. With Mike and Chuck Otero.  
                                                                                                            107 



2016  7X5  I’ve made a breakthrough lately with getting my videos played on Valley PBS TV. And so I’m going 
to work on more videos like that one and submit them to Channel 18. http://valleypbs.org/byyou/
index_art.php.  Fireworks photo in the background by John Fedrau., Joceylin’s dad. 
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2017  11x17 
I intended to do a live  

narration of a slide show at my 
book signing but then I got stage 

fright and decided instead to show 
the video documentary I made to  

accompany the book. I’ve suffered 
from stage fright over the years 

and it comes and goes from gig to 
gig. It also seems to have gotten 

worse in my old age and with my 
solo performances. I’ve also 

developed an old-man tremble 
and try as  

I may to hide it I fear the  
audience can see me  

shaking. Focusing on my  
performance helps and if I get a 
robust applause most of the fear 
washes away. It also helps if I’m 

well-rehearsed, but I so fear  
failure. It was easier when I 
played in a band with other 

people on stage with me.  
It’s a shame because  

I so want to be a  
performer and 

 story teller. 
 



2017  11X11  We had a Panel of 8 record collectors play and discuss our favorite 7-inch  records 
or Singles as they are also known.                                                                                      110 





DALE STEWART  GRAFIC ART  1980—2017 

WWW.STAGEDIVE-RECORDS.COM 
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